Estuarine Food Webs
Motivating Question: How are organisms in an estuary interconnected?
Take Home Message: Students learn of the estuarine food web and that our typical perceptions
of food webs often excludes a category of organisms (microbes) that are instrumental to the
functioning of the ecosystem.
Grade: Elementary and Middle School (6th-12th grade)
Estimated Time: 45 minutes
New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards - Science
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Content Statement
A source of energy is needed for all organisms to stay alive and grow. Both plants and
animals need to take in water, and animals need to take in food. Plants need light.
Organisms interact and are interdependent in various ways; for example, they provide food
and shelter to one another.
Almost all energy (food) and matter can be traced to the Sun.
Organisms can only survive in environments in which their needs are met. Within
ecosystems, organisms interact with and are dependent on their physical and living
environment.
Building and refining models and explanations requires generation and evaluation of
evidence.
Reasoning is used to support scientific conclusions.
The number of organisms and populations an ecosystem can support depends on the biotic
resources available and on abiotic factors.
Plants are producers: they use the energy from light to make food (sugar) from carbon
dioxide and water. Plants are used as a source of food (energy) for other organisms.
All animals, including humans, are consumers that meet their energy needs by eating other
organisms of their products.
Symbiotic interactions among organisms of different species can be classified as:
producer/consumer, predator/prey, parasite/host, scavenger/prey, decomposer/prey.
Food is broken down to provide energy for work that cells do, and is a source of the
molecular building blocks from which needed materials are assembled.
Scientific reasoning is used to support scientific conclusions.
Science involves practicing productive social interactions with peers, such as partner talk,
whole-group discussions, and small-group work.
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Background:
Estuarine habitats exist where freshwater from a river flows into saltwater from the ocean. The
freshwater influxes carry nutrients into the estuary from the surrounding land environments (e.g.,
fields, mountains). Similarly, the saltwater influxes carry nutrients from the ocean with the rise
and fall of the tides. The combination of a variety of habitats and the mixing of nutrient-rich
waters make estuaries one of the most productive and complex systems on Earth. Shorebirds
visit estuaries during annual migrations to feed on young fish, plants, and invertebrates. Estuaries
make ideal nursery, feeding, and spawning grounds for numerous marine and aquatic organisms.
People also depend on estuaries; in fact some of the largest and most economically important
cities and fisheries are located near or within estuaries.
Adapted from Ocean Science Sequence for Grades 3-5, GEMS Curriculum Sequence, Lawrence
Hall of Science (http://lhsgems.org/OceanSciSeq.htm)

The success of the estuarine ecosystem is due to a combination of a variety of factors. The study
of biogeochemistry looks at the flow of energy through an ecosystem by recognizing the
importance of both the biology (organic/living components) and the geology
(inorganic/nonliving components) of the estuary in controlling chemical transformations. These
chemical transformations store or release energy, which in turn drives the make-up of an
estuarine ecosystem. Therefore, elements that are studied in biogeochemistry cycles (e.g.,
carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous) move between primary producers, consumers, and inorganic
constituents within an estuary. For example, primary producers transform inorganic carbon in the
atmosphere or water into organic biomolecules to make living tissue. Consumers cannot create
organic carbon from its inorganic form, and thus consume either primary producers or other
consumers to acquire the organic carbon necessary for life. However, from the biogeochemical
perspective the consumers that have the greatest influence in returning the organic element back
to its inorganic state, so that the element can enter the cycle again, are considered the most
important for the functioning of the ecosystem. That means that heterotrophic bacteria are the
most important consumers in a food web, yet we rarely talk about them when exploring food
web models.
Materials:
• White board with multiple colored markers
• Copy of Estuary Organism Sheets
• Copy of Estuary Organism Cards
• Masking Tape
Procedures:
1. Tell the students that they will be creating an estuarine food web.
2. Place the “Sunlight, Gasses, and Nutrients in Water” card in the middle of the board.
3. Each pair of students will receive an Estuary Organism card (see the end of this
document). Pairs will research their organism using the Estuary Organism Sheets placed
around the room to discover what their organism eats and what eats their organism.
4. Instruct the students that whoever has an organism card that makes its own food should
will begin the activity for the group by posting their cards on the board and draw an
arrow in the direction the energy flows.
5. Instruct the students to add their organisms to the board once their prey items have been
added to the growing food web. Remind them that they need to include all of the arrows
marking the flow of energy in the system.
6. Allow the students to complete the food web.
7. Once the students have completed the estuarine food web, have the students reflect on
their food web model.
Q. Which organisms are the primary producers? Consumers? (as the students
answer this question draw circles around these organisms with two different colored
markers, one color for primary producer and one color for consumers)
Q. What is the most important organism?
Q. How would you define “most important” in terms of a food web and in terms of
an ecosystem?
Q. What organisms are we missing in our food web of the estuarine ecosystem?
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8. If the students are struggling to think of microbes, provide some examples. Ask the
students where microbes would exist in the food web. Draw in microbes where the
students recommend you put them.
9. Ask the students what the movement of energy among the different organisms means for
estuarine ecosystem. Be accepting of all answers as the students brainstorm.
10. Once the discussion slows down, point to the motivating question and ask:
Q. How are organisms in an estuary interconnected?
Ask students to share their ideas about the question with a partner. After a minute, ask
volunteers to share the ideas they discussed with the entire class. Be accepting of all
responses from the students. This is your opportunity to make sure the students
understand the “take home message” that you identified.
11. Ask if the students have any questions about the activity.
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Estuary Organism Cards

Copepod

Blue Mussels

Purple-Lined
Shore Crab

Eelgrass

Seaweeds

Oyster

Phytoplankton

Butter Clam

Razor Clam

Sunlight,
Gasses, and
Nutrients in
Water

Wigeon

Zooplankton

Anemone

Beach Hopper

Comb Jelly

Egret

Fat Inkeeper
Worm

Flounder

Herring Gull

Perch

Pipefish

Sea Slug

Shrimp

Striped Bass

Bat Ray

Fiddler Crab

Isopod

Leopard Shark

Moon Snail

Olive Snail

Osprey

Redeye Jelly

Sanderling

Sea Otter

Sea Star

Harbor Seal
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